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14.0 Introduction
The battle of Breitenfeld was fought on 17 September 1631. The Imperial commander, Tilly was drawn into the battle by his aggressive advance guard commander, Pappenheim, but a battle was necessary sooner or later. The Swedish advance threatened the recent Imperial conquest of Leipzig, key to controlling the rich province of Saxony, which in turn was the key to central Germany. Moreover, a quick victory over the Swedes—the latest champion of the Protestant cause in the Thirty Years’ War—might crush the last opposition to Imperial designs in Europe.

15.0 Setting Up
Decide which player will play which side, sort the various counters by color, then set them up in the hexes noted below.

15.1 Army Colors
Catholic League (subordinate to the Imperial player): lighter orange
Imperial: darker orange
Saxon: green
Swedish Mercenaries (Scots, Germans, and others): lighter blue
Swedes: darker blue

15.2 Game Length & First Player
The game lasts 10 turns. After setting up, each player rolls one die; the highest roller is the first player (re-roll ties). Place the Turn marker in box “1” of the TRT, fog side up (see 17.2). Set aside the four loose shotte units with no ID and the four loose shotte markers; they are used per rule 10.0.

15.3 Swedish Historical Deployment
The Swedish player controls all Swedish, Swedish Mercenary, and Saxon units. In each hex block (for example 1502-1505), place the named units in order from the lowest-numbered hex in the span.

All units are infantry unless noted as follows: C = Cuirassier, D = Dragoon, H = Harquebusier, L = Light Cavalry,  Ldr = Leader, LS = Loose Shotte, Artillery = any heavy cannon counter belonging to the  army.
Facing of infantry is at the discretion of the Swedish player.

Right Wing
1502-1505 (1st Line): D•Taupdel, C•Soop, C•Sperr, C•Stenbock. Ldr Baner may be placed with any unit.
1602-1605 (1st Line Reserve): L•Tott (2 units), LS Baner (2 units)
1702-1705 (2nd Line): C•Dam+Don, C•Stahl, C•Aderklas, C•Wunsch
Center
1507-1515 (1st Line): Blue (3 units), Hand (2 units), Yellow (2 units), Oxen (2 Units). Place light cannon with a unit of same brigade. Each of the two heavy artillery units must be stacked with one infantry unit. Place Ldr Gustavus and Ldr Teuffel with any unit.
1608-1611 (1st Line Reserve): C•Ortenburg, Ruthwenn, Rosen, Waldstein 
1806-1813 (2nd Line): Green (2 units), Scots (3 units), Black (3 units). Place Ldr Hepburne with any unit.
1909-1910 (2nd Line Reserve): C•Schaffman, L•Kochitzky
Left Wing
1517-1519 (Left Wing 1st Line): C•Baudissin, C•Cldnbach, C•Horn (2 units). Place Ldr Horn with any unit
1617-1618 (Left Wing musketeers): LS Bock (2 units)
1715-1719 (2nd Line): C•Rhengreven (2 units), C•Courville, C•Hall (2 units)
Saxons
1522-1524 (in this order): Artillery, Arnim with Ldr Saxe, Artillery
1620-1625: C•Arnim with Ldr Arnim, Löser, LS Vitz, LS Det, Klitz, C•Bindauf with Ldr Bindauf
1720-1726: C•Stein, C•Kurf, Vitz, Böse, Starsch, C•Saxe-Anh, C•Löser
1819-1826: C•Sachs-Alt, C•Leib, C•Kalck, Pforte, Wolf, C•Hofk, C•Anhalt, C•Pflugk
15.4 Imperial Deployment
The Imperial player controls all Imperial and Catholic League units. Set up in the same manner as the Swedes.

Right Wing
0925-0929 (1stLine): C•Baumgarten, C•Schön¬burg, C•Cron¬berg, C•A-Sächsen, C•Wengersky. Place Ldr  Furst with any unit.
0623-0624 (2nd Line): L•Isolano, D•Ind
Center
0909 (Left Cavalry Support): Holst-Gott
0911-0921 (1st Line Forward, in this order): Artillery, Fürstnbrg, Artillery, Tilly, Artillery, Gonzaga, Artillery, Blankhardt, Artillery, Com-Rein, Artillery. Place Ldr Tilly with any unit.
0923 (Right Cavalry Support): Wangler
0811-0819 (1st Line Back): Chiesa, Gallas, Baldiron, Geleen, Göss,  Contreras, Savelli, Pappenheim, Wahl. Place Ldr Schonbrg with any unit.
0612-0619 (2nd Line): H•Monte, H•Coronini, H•Caffarelli,  H•Coll¬oredo, C•Erwitte with Ldr Erwitte, H•Hareaucourt.
Left Wing
0901-0907: C•Ran¬goni, C•Treka, C•Mer¬ode, C•N-Sächsen, C•Bernstein, C•Piccolo, C•Strozzi. Place Ldr Pappenheim with any unit.

15.5 Free Set Up
Players are free to use the following set up instead of 15.3 and 15.4. The Swedish player sets up first (or players can agree to write deployments secretly, in which case they set up simultaneously).

Swedes & Swedish Mercenaries: in any hexes from column 13xx northward, inclusive.
Saxons: in any hexes available to the Swedes. The Saxons must occupy at least one third of the front line hexes, and must be deployed in a block—the Swedish player may not distribute the Saxons among his Swedish or Mercenary units.
Imperial & Catholic League: any hexes from the 10xx column southward, inclusive.

16.0 Victory Conditions
16.1 Victory Levels
Minor Victory: more enemy than friendly units eliminated
Major Victory: at least twice as many enemy than friendly units eliminated
Epic Victory: at least thrice as many enemy than friendly units eliminated

Each captured artillery counter (or eliminated light cannon counter) counts as three eliminated combat units. Leader casualties do not count for victory.

16.2 Base Hexes
The level of victory is shifted one in favor of a player if one of his infantry units enters the enemy’s base hex (Imperial 0112, Swedish 2524)

17.0 Special Rules
17.1 Swedish Brigades
Most of the Swedish/Mercenary battalions belong to one of seven brigades (Hand, Oxensteirna, Black, Blue, Green, Scots, Yellow). Battalions forming a brigade always have the same unit ID.
The brigade organization allows the following combination of units in an individual combat.

Attacking by Fire. If two or more battalions of a brigade are firing at the same defender during its combat phase (not during reaction), add their fire factors together before resolving the fire. If either battalion must use the Reduced Fire line on the CRT, that line is used for the combat.
Attacking by Melee. If two or more battalions of a brigade have a single defender in a front hex, they may combine their strength for a melee attack (this is an exception to the one melee attacker per defender). Add the melee factors together before resolving the combat. If the attacker is allowed to advance, only one of the participating battalions makes the advance.
Attacked by Fire. If one battalion of a brigade is attacked by fire, any other battalion of the same brigade adjacent to the firing enemy unit may add its fire factor to the fire factor of the target battalion for reaction fire. If either battalion must use the Reduced Fire line on the CRT, that line is used.
Attacked by Melee. When one battalion of a brigade is attacked by melee, any other battalion of the same brigade having the attacking enemy unit in its front hex may join the reaction fire of the battalion being attacked, even if it has or will be attacked itself in the same phase.

It is possible for two defending battalions of a single brigade each to contribute to the reaction fire of the other. It also is possible a single defending battalion will be fired at by combined battalions and still contribute reaction fire to a fellow battalion.

17.2 Fog
The battlefield was covered in fog in the morning and intermittently through the day. The turn marker is printed with Fog on one side and Clear on the other; it starts the game with the Fog side showing. During the Game Turn Marker Phase of each game turn, roll one die. If the result is less than or equal to the turn number (e.g. 1 on turn 1, 1 or 2 on turn 2, etc.), the next turn is clear; flip the marker to its Clear side, If the result is greater than the turn number, or a “6” regardless of the turn, the next turn is a fog turn; flip the turn marker to its Fog side. The marker may flip back and forth any number of times per game.
During Fog turns:
Artillery fire is resolved using the Reduced Fire line on the CRT.
Infantry and cavalry attack by fire and reaction fire is resolved using the Reduced Fire line on the CRT (reaction fire against an attack by melee still uses the Infantry & Cavalry line). 
No charge or pursuit combat is allowed.

17.3 Saxon Loose Shotte Restrictions
Saxon tercios may not create loose shotte during the game.

18.0 Folio Notes
18.1 Designer’s Notes
Breitenfeld was one of the largest battles of the period and the first major clash between the Imperial tercios (the old way) and the more flexible Dutch/Swedish system (the new way). Other than size, though, there was little to remark about the battle as a design vehicle. As one of the two flagship games of Pike & Shot, the new system was designed with the battle in mind so there was little need for special rules.

The usual take on the battle was that the Swedish “battalion” system swept the Imperial tercios from the field. However, Maurice of Nassau had started using battalions three decades earlier so the new deployment was hardly a revelation. The real reason for the Swedish victory was superior training and Imperial ennui.

Historically, the battle was a clear and convincing Swedish victory, but it was closer than it seems and could have gone the other way—Gustavus notwithstanding, the Swedes were not invincible. This explains the even-handed victory conditions; the Imperials cannot win the game by losing less badly than Tilly.

As with almost all battles of the period, Breitenfeld was a set-piece engagement. That, and the heavy fog that covered the field all morning, meant both armies were at leisure to deploy. The free set-up was included just for interest; I recommend players write down their set ups secretly. For both players this allows the novelty of trying different large-scale deployments to concoct a winning “system.”

18.2 Player Notes
Surprisingly, the key to the game is the Saxon army. Poor quality though it is, its size makes it a factor. The Imperial player cannot afford to dismiss it entirely and concentrate on the Swedes. Historically, Tilly over-concentrated against the Saxons. By the time he had crushed them and was able to turn on the Swedes, Gustavus had swept the Imperial artillery line and had a decisive positional advantage.

That said, the Imperials cannot await an attack; pick one wing or the other and go after it, but leave enough force to contain the other sufficiently to prevent a rout.

For the Swedish player, a controlled offensive is a must. At all costs keep the Saxons in the battle. This will require a corset of Swedes—most of the left-wing cavalry plus at least one brigade. Be wary of overstretching your line; the Swedish battalions are vulnerable on the flank, and you need reserves right behind the seams for safety. Your best bet is to use your light cannon as a battering ram to chew up the Imperial line one tercio at a time.

19.0 Orders of Battle
Units names are a combination of official names, provincial origin, and names of colonels. This data comes largely from an article by Dave Higgins in Strategy & Tactics #235.

Imperial Army (Count Tilly)
Virtually the entire army consisted of Germans. The Imperial tercios had roughly 1,000 men, the Catholic League tercios up to double that number. All the cavalry regiments had approximately 500 men except the skirmishers (larger) and Hareaucourt (smaller). Total strength was approximately 25,000 infantry and 9,000 cavalry.

Imperial Tercios
Baldiron-Dietrichstein, Chiesa, Contreras, Fürstenburg, Gallas, Gonzaga, Göss, Holstein-Gottorp, Pappenheim, Wangler
Catholic League Tercios
Blankhardt, *Comargo, Geleen, *Reinach, Savelli, Tilly, Wahl (*these regiments were understrength and fought as a single tercio)
Imperial Harquebusier Regiments
Caffarelli, Colloredo, Coronini, Hareaucourt (Walloons), Montecuccoli 
Imperial Cuirassier Regiments
Alt¬säch¬sisch (Old Saxon), Bernstein, Merode-Waroux (Wal¬loons), Neusächsisch (New Saxon), Piccolomini, Rangoni, Strozzi, Trèka, Wengersky
Catholic League Cuirassier Regiments
Erwitte, Baumgarten, Cronberg (Wal–loons), Schönburg
Light Cavalry
Isolano Croatian Irregular Light Horse, plus some independent Dragoon companies 
Artillery
10 Demi-Cannon (24-pdr)
23 Quarter-Cannon (12-pdr)

Saxon Army (John George I of Saxony)
Not just Saxons but an amalgam of numerous small German state armies, this was a hastily-raised force far below the standard of the other two armies on the field. Tercios averaged 1,500 men, cavalry regiments about 500. The use of tercio and cuirassier is honorific in some cases, as the units were feudal levies and scarcely organized. Total strength was approximately 12,000 infantry and 5,000 cavalry.

Infantry Regiments
Arnim, Bose, Klitzing, Löser, Pforte, Starschedel, Vitzthum, Wolfersdorf
Cuirassier Regiments (complete)
Bindauf, Kalckstein, Saxe-Altenburg (two regiments)
Cuirassier Regiments (partial)
 Anhalt, Arnim Leibgarde, Hofkirchen, Kurfürstin, Löser, Pflugk, Steinau, Wilhelm Leib
Musketeers
About 1,000 men, organized only in companies
Artillery
12 Quarter-Cannon (12-pdr)

Swedish Army (Gustavus Adolphus)
Each infantry brigade was composed of two or more regiments, which were administrative organizations and did not necessarily fight as distinct units. Instead, the companies of different regiments were combined into like-sized squadrons (battalions); thus, a battalion in the game might be composed of several regiments or be part of a large regiment. The key was to have units of similar size (about 750 men in the game) to fit the pattern desired by the commander. The separate infantry regiments numbered 500-700 men. Each cavalry counter represents roughly 500 men; most are single regiments, a few have been amalgamated or split due to unusual size. All units are German unless noted otherwise. Total strength was approximately 19,000 infantry and 8,000 cavalry.

Black (Thurn) Brigade
Black, Orange, & White Regiments
Blue (Winckel) Brigade
Blue & Red Regiments
Green Brigade
Foulis, Green, & Mitschefall Regiments
Hand (Swedish) Brigade
Dalsland, Östergötland, & Västergötland Regiments
Oxenstierna (Swedish) Brigade
Dalarna, Finnish, & Uppland/Närke/Värmland (combined) Regiments
Scots Brigade (Scottish)
Hamilton, Lumsdaine, Mackay/Monro, & Ramsey Regiments
Yellow (Teuffel) Brigade
Yellow Regiment & Chemnitz Squadron 
Separate Infantry Regiments
Baner (Swedish Musketeer), Bock (Musketeer), Rosen, Ruthwenn, Waldstein
Swedish Cuirassier Regiments
Ortenburg (Latvian), Soop/Västergötland, Sperreuter/Östergötland, Stahlhandske (Finns), Stenbock/Småland, Wunsch (Finns)
These large regiments presented as two squadrons
Non-Swedish Cuirassier Regiments
Aderkas (Livonian), Baudissin, Caldenbach, Courville, *Dämitz, *Dönhoff (Courland), §Hall, §Horn, §Rhengreven, Schaffman (partial; Czech/Silesian)
* These regiments combined to make a single squadron.
Light Cavalry
Kochtitzky Hussars (partial; Slav/Pomeranian), Taupadel Dragoons (German), Tott (Finnish Hakkapeliitta)
Artillery
12 Quarter-Cannon (12-pdr)
42 Minions (4-pdr)



